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Dear Andrea Bucceri (assistant editor),

Thank you very much for accepting our paper in principle. We had made the final suggested minor changes / improvement.

Gerry Bodeker suggested:
1. we added one word on the original page 9 which we have done.
2. we added the dollar sign $ in front of 29,000, which we have done.

You suggested we explained permission to record and report on the focus groups, which we have done in the following rewritten sentence now on the new page 9.

    Participants were assured anonymity and confidentiality, there were asked permission to tape record the focus group and published selected quoted. Quotes used in this paper offer some details about the focus group participant, but no names or details of their residency.

We have double-checked the references and made the necessary changes to conform to *BMC Complementary & Alternative Medicine* style.

Dr. Edwin van Teijlingen & Dr. Kofi Bobi Barimah.